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Facing an aggressive union-
organizing campaign at its U.S. 
subsidiary, a multi-national 
company implemented an 

unprecedented ADR program to
address complaints that management
violated the company's corporate
social responsibility policy and 
its commitment to the right of
employees to associate with a 
union. The program, known as 

the Independent Monitor could be 
a model for other companies.
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F
or decades, the Na -
tional Labor Re -
lations Act (NLRA)

and the National Labor
Relations Board (NLRB),
the federal agency that
enforces the NLRA, have
been ineffective in protect-
ing the rights of employees
to associate freely with
labor unions. This has led
some unions to devise alter-
native strategies, such as
“corporate campaigns,”1 to
obtain recognition as a col-
lective bargaining represen-
tative for employees. One
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British company, FirstGroup plc, faced such a
campaign and took an unprecedented approach
in response to union complaints that its U.S. sub-
sidiary was interfering with the right of employ-
ees to unionize. The company adopted a
Freedom of Asso ciation Policy (FoA Policy) and
appointed a neutral third-party expert in labor
disputes to create an Independent Monitor
Program (IM Program) to investigate alleged
violations of that policy.

This article briefly discusses the limitations of
the NLRA and NLRB, which have contributed
to a decline in union organizing. It then discusses
the development of FirstGroup’s FoA Policy and
IM Program and examines how they worked.
Finally, the article considers whether the NLRB
should defer to private dispute resolution pro-
grams like the IM Program, which could provide
a model for private multinational companies
wrestling with labor-organizing disputes.

The Decline of Union Organizing
During the past several

decades, the rate of union
organizing among employees
has been on the decline. In
1955, union membership
reached 35% of the workforce,
but over the next two decades,
the numbers began to go down.
The decline accelerated con-
siderably in the union-hostile
decades of the 1980s and
2000s. In 2011, the percentage
had plummeted to 11.9% (only
6.9% in the private sector).

The NLRA has been a factor in this phenome-
non.2 To protect the right of employees to asso-
ciate with labor unions,3 the statute proscribes
unfair labor practices (ULPs) and establishes a
representation process that allows employees to
select representatives of their own choosing. The
statute, however, contains limitations, apparent
since the 1970s, that foster delay in the NLRA’s
administrative and judicial processes for ULP
and representation claims.4 For example, an
employer is able to delay representation elections
through extensive litigation, which is exacerbated
by the absence of any time limitations on the
NLRB or its general counsel to act.

With respect to ULP claims, employees and
unions must navigate through a multi-layered
process to enforce rights conferred by the
NLRA. First, an employee or union files a ULP
charge with the regional NLRB office. Second,
that office conducts an investigation on behalf of
the general counsel for the NLRB. Third, if

there is cause to believe that a ULP has been
committed, the regional office will issue a com-
plaint. Fourth, a hearing is held before a career
civil servant with the title of administrative law
judge who then issues a ruling. Then there are
several levels of appeals. The ALJ’s ruling can be
appealed to the NLRB in Washington. The
NLRB’s decision can be appealed to the appro-
priate federal circuit court of appeals. Finally, an
unsuccessful party can file a petition for review to
the U.S. Supreme Court.5

The multi-step representation process set
forth in the NLRA is prone to similar delays,
even though it is supposed to be more expedi-
tious and streamlined.6 The first step is filing a
petition with the NLRB to trigger a vote on
whether a union should represent a group of
employees as their exclusive bargaining represen-
tative. The petition may be filed by an employee
or union where 30% of employees within an
appropriate bargaining unit support a union or an
election.7 Fol lowing the filing of the petition, the

parties may enter into a con-
sent agreement and stipulate to
certain election issues that
might otherwise be in dispute,
such as the time and place of
voting, employee eligibility,
and the appropriate bargaining
unit. If the parties do not reach
an agreement, the alternative is
to hold an evidentiary hearing
on the disputed issues, which
creates the potential for delay.8
That hearing is held before a
hearing officer in a regional

office of the NLRB. Following the hearing offi-
cer’s decision, the losing party may appeal. That
appeal is made to the NLRB in Washington,
where some ap peals have been known to languish
for years, delaying the opportunity to select a col-
lective bargaining representative. Even in the
case where the parties enter into a consent agree-
ment, an unsuccessful party can request a review
of election conduct and, in some cases, appeal to
the NLRB in Washington. This appeal also has
the potential to hold up the certification of the
collective bargaining representative.

Representation cases also can be delayed when
they become ensnarled in ULP proceedings.
This can occur, for example, when an employer
simply refuses to bargain with a union that ob -
tains majority support at the ballot box.9 In this
situation, the union’s only recourse is to file a
refusal-to-bargain ULP charge, which then pro-
ceeds through the multi-step labyrinth described
above.10

The representation
process in the NLRA
can result in pro-
tracted litigation
that lasts for 
several years. 
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Thus, both ULP and representation disputes
can result in protracted litigation that lasts for
several years.11 Since employee interest in union-
izing may wane over time, an employer can
thwart a union’s organizing effort by taking ad-
vantage of the weaknesses inherent in the NLRA
procedures. These delays seriously limit the
NLRA’s ability to protect employee freedom of
association rights. This problem has encouraged
unions to develop alternative strategies for or -
ganizing employees.

Unions Turn to Corporate Campaigns
One strategy unions have developed in re -

sponse to union decline and delays in the NLRB
process is the “corporate campaign.” Unions cre-
ate these campaigns to exert public pressure on
employers to stop alleged interference with union
organizing efforts.12

In these campaigns, unions frequently seek to
negotiate recognition procedures that would be
an alternative to the representation process under
the NLRA. One procedure is a privately con-
ducted election; another is a card-check proce-
dure by which a union gains recognition as the
collective bargaining representative for employ-
ees based on the number of employees who sign
union authorization cards. The union and em -
ployer might also negotiate other terms includ-
ing: union access to the employer’s private prop-
erty beyond that which is provided by federal
labor law, limitations on employer speech against
the union, limitations on union speech against
the employer, and prohibitions against captive
audience meetings and interrogation of employ-
ees.

As part of the negotiated recognition proce-
dures, the union and employer often appoint a
private arbitrator to resolve controversies that
arise. However, in an extremely trenchant and
persuasive article, Prof. Laura Cooper has high-
lighted the limitations of using arbitrators for
disputes about union recognition.13 She points
out that where arbitrators are involved in a rela-
tively mechanical process (for example, counting
authorization cards and checking the signatures
against the employer payroll to determine
whether a majority of the employees have ex -
pressed allegiance to the union as their bargain-
ing representative), there is no problem. How -
ever, where the scope of the bargaining unit itself
is in controversy, vexatious problems can arise for
the arbitrator. For example, arbitrators may be
called upon to decide hotly contested issues
involving policies embodied in the NLRA itself,
which they are not accustomed to addressing
under collective bargaining agreements. 

However, Prof. Cooper pointed out more fun-
damental problems. First, an arbitrator relies up -
on employee witnesses called by unions and
employers to support their respective positions,
whereas the NLRB has independent, investigato-
ry powers to seek out the full set of facts. Second,
the NLRB has broad subpoena authority and the
ability to decide issues in the absence of informa-
tion requested by the parties, whereas the author-
ity of arbitrators “to subpoena witnesses and doc-
uments and to issue discovery orders is far from
clear.”14 Third, in grievance-arbitrations, the dis-
covery process takes place at the lower steps of
the grievance process, and the union can play a
monitoring role to protect employees against
potential retaliation. In representation disputes,
the union cannot play that role because the em -
ployees are not yet protected by a collective
agreement. In addition, the arbitral process pro-
vides no promise of confidentiality as do the
NLRB’s procedures.15 Despite the limitations
outlined by Prof. Coop er, some unions and
employers have continued to enter into these
sorts of arrangements.

In the case of FirstGroup plc, which faced a
corporate campaign by several unions alleging
violations of employee association rights, the
company adopted a unique approach that did not
present these problems. I turn to that subject
now.

FirstGroup plc
FirstGroup plc is a British company that

claims to be the leading transport operator in the
United Kingdom and North America with rev-
enues of over £6.4 billion.16 The company
employs more than 125,000 staff throughout the
U.K. and North America and transports around
2.5 billion passengers each year. The company
grew out of the deregulation of bus services in
the U.K. In 1989, employees of a municipal bus
operator (Grampian Regional Transport) for
Aber deen, Scotland, bought the company under
an Employee Share Ownership Plan. The com-
pany acquired several other former nationalized
bus companies in England and Scotland and
merged with the Badgerline Group in June 1995
to form First Bus. First Bus continued to grow by
acquiring other English, Welsh, and Scottish
nationalized operators and changed its name to
FirstGroup plc in 1998, when it acquired railway
businesses after the U.K. privatized the railway
industry.

In 1999, FirstGroup plc sought to strengthen
and diversify its business by acquiring Ryder
Public Transportation in the United States. The
purchase made FirstGroup America, a wholly
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owned subsidiary of FirstGroup plc, the second
largest operator of school buses and a leading
pro vider of transit management and vehicle
main tenance services in the United States. First -
Group plc viewed the Ryder purchase as a strate-
gic step that would allow it to take advantage of,
and apply its public transportation experience
and expertise in, the U.S. market. Then, on Feb.
7, 2007, the company agreed to purchase Laidlaw
Inter national, Inc. for $3.6 billion. Laidlaw was
the largest operator of yellow school buses. It
also provided transit services and owned and
operated Greyhound. The deal closed on Sept.
30, 2007, making First Group America’s school
bus unit (First Student) the leading student trans-
portation provider in North America, serving
more than 1,500 school districts with more than

60,000 buses. The deal also increased operations
at the transit management unit (First Transit),
which employs 15,500 people and operates 7,000
buses out of 235 locations in 41 states, Canada
and Puerto Rico. First Group retained the
Greyhound name and planned to identify strate-
gic opportunities to develop the Greyhound busi-
ness.

FirstGroup Attracts Labor Union Attention
When FirstGroup plc acquired Ryder in 1999,

some of the facilities that it inherited were
already organized by several different unions.
Those unions were also involved in organizing
other former Ryder locations. Shortly after the
Ryder purchase, the Interna tional Brotherhood
of Teamsters contacted colleagues in one of
Great Britain’s largest trade unions, the Trans -
port and General Workers Union (TGWU)—
which represented bus workers at FirstGroup’s
U.K. facilities—to gather information about
FirstGroup. Over the next few years, representa-
tives from the TGWU, the Teamsters, the
International Transport Workers’ Federation
(ITWF), and others met to discuss FirstGroup’s
business. That business included a Corporate
Social Responsibility Policy (CSR Policy), imple-
mented in 2001, which incorporated internation-
al standards of corporate governance and individ-
ual rights embodied in several different interna-

tional declarations and codes. One of the many
principles in the CSR Policy states: “Employees
have the rights of freedom of association and col-
lective bargaining. We respect the right of our
employees to choose whether or not to join a
trade union without influence or interference
from management. Furthermore we support the
right of our employees to exercise that right
through a secret ballot.”

Beginning in 2004, several unions used First -
Group plc’s public commitment to the CSR
Policy to exert pressure on the company to alter
what the unions considered to be anti-union con-
duct by managers at FirstGroup America. The
Teamsters, the TGWU, and the Service Em -
ployees International Union held rallies at First -
Group offices in the U.K. and the U.S. They

worked with a U.K. lobbyist to communicate
their positions to members of Parliament, and
they hosted a week-long fact-finding mission to
the U.S. for three British government officials.
They also communicated their complaints about
First Group Amer ica’s anti-union behavior (and
about low wages and benefits) directly to First -
Group plc’s shareholders. The Teamsters also
commissioned several studies of alleged violations
of rights of freedom of association under interna-
tional human rights law.

Throughout the campaign, FirstGroup plc
repeatedly dismissed the unions’ allegations as
propaganda and accused the unions of bullying
its school bus drivers into becoming union mem-
bers. Meanwhile, in communications to share-
holders, the company claimed to be neutral on
the issue of unionization, and it went so far as to
commission a former Member of Parliament to
give an independent view on the company’s oper-
ations. At the same time, it committed in princi-
ple to eradicating any alleged anti-union behavior
at its U.S. operations.

In 2007, the company issued to its manage-
ment an internal policy on employee relations
that expressed a neutral view on union member-
ship. That policy served as the model for the FoA
Policy, which was released to employees in 2008.
The FoA Policy stated that the company was
committed to supporting the following employee

Since employee interest in unionizing may wane 
over time, an employer can thwart a union’s 
organizing effort by taking advantage of the 
weaknesses inherent in the NLRA procedures.



rights: (1) freedom of association, (2) a secret bal-
lot election, (3) an informed choice, and (4) a
representative voter turnout. In addition, the
FoA Policy expressed management’s commit-
ment not to engage in anti-union conduct. It
stated: “Man age ment shall not act in any way
which is or could reasonably be perceived to be
anti-union. This includes refraining from making
derisive comments about unions, publishing or
posting pamphlets, fliers, letters, posters, or any
other communication which should be interpret-
ed as criticism of the union or advises employees
to vote ‘no’ against the union.” The FoA Policy
also reserved the company’s right to provide
employees with factual data relevant to election
issues. It stated, “[W]e believe that employees
should be able to make an informed choice and
therefore management may provide balanced fac-
tual information to assist its employees in making
that choice.”

The objective of the FoA Policy was “[t]o
man  age [the company’s] business in support of
[its] employees and the above rights and to
refrain from management conduct, whether writ-
ten or verbal, which is intended to influence an
employee’s view or choice with regard to labor
union representation. In particular, during union
organizing campaigns, management shall support
the employee’s individual right to choose whether
to vote for or against union representation without
influence or interference from management.”

FirstGroup Establishes the IM Program
In November 2007, shortly before the FoA

Policy was sent to employees of FirstGroup plc
and its subsidiaries, Sir Moir Lockhead, CEO of
FirstGroup plc, contacted me about serving as an
Independent Monitor of FirstGroup’s FoA
Policy in the U.S. I accepted and,
over the next several weeks, par-
ticipated in several meetings and
telephone conversations with
FirstGroup corporate representa-
tives, which set the groundwork
for what would become the IM
Program. I also established a team
of experienced labor law and
labor-relations professionals to
assist me in investigating alleged
FoA Policy violations.

The IM Program commenced
on Jan. 1, 2008. At that time it was
unclear whether the unions would
accept and use this unilaterally
implemented ADR program and
whether employees and front-line
managers would know about it. 

Prior to January 2008, Sir Moir sent a letter to
FirstGroup shareholders notifying them of my
appointment as the Independent Monitor. He
also sent a letter to James P. Hoffa of the Team -
sters announcing the adoption of the program.
Mr. Hoffa’s reply expressed serious concerns
regarding First Group’s adoption of the IM
Program. Although he said that the Team sters
welcomed an Inde pendent Monitor and were
pleased with my appointment, he worried that
the program would fail (as had previous company
monitoring efforts) without “robust” processes in
place to ensure implementation and enforcement.
Mr. Hoffa also questioned the company’s deci-
sion to adopt the program unilaterally, without
seeking a dialogue with the Teamsters. Later that
month, I met with representatives of the
Teamsters’ Or gan izing Depart ment to explain
the IM Pro gram’s procedures. At that meeting,
the Team ster representatives raised questions
about the program but expressed considerable
support for the process.

Although the Teamsters had not yet accepted
the IM Program, on Jan. 25, 2008, Sir Moir
referred two previously received Teamster com-
plaints to the IM Program. Soon thereafter, the
Teamsters filed several complaints with the
Independent Monitor alleging FoA Policy viola-
tions at a number of First Student facilities.

To emphasize to FirstGroup America’s senior
managers the importance of the IM Program, at
a management meeting in February 2008, Sir
Moir advised these managers that if any of them
objected to the FoA Policy or the IM Pro gram,
then they could simply resign.

To make front-line managers, union organiz-
ers, and em ployees aware of the IM Program, the
company and I took the following steps.
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America
owns and/or
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70,000
school and
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and main-
tains many
more vehicles
in over 1100
locations in
the United
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Canada.
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On April 25, 2008, the company mailed a let-
ter I wrote to more than 81,000 FirstGroup
America employees throughout the U.S. describ-
ing the IM Program, the complaint procedure,
and the ma chinery attached to it. This letter was
accompanied by a supportive letter from Dean
Finch, then Chief Operating Officer for
FirstGroup America. Because this communica-
tion was so abbreviated—just two pages—it
seemed to have caught the attention of many
employees. 

Next, every FirstGroup America facility was
outfitted with a glass-enclosed bulletin board on
which the FoA Policy and an overview of the IM
Program were posted. These documents provid-
ed contact information for the IM
Program in the event an employ-
ee wanted literature about the
program or additional informa-
tion. They also informed employ-
ees that this material could be
obtained from their local manag-
er.

The company also conducted
an internet-based training pro-
gram for FirstGroup America
managers. The training program
explained the FoA Policy and IM
Program, described what man-
agers could and could not do, rec-
ommended actions that managers
should take, and advised man-
agers that failure to comply with
any aspect of the FoA Policy or IM Program
would subject the managers to discipline, up to
and including discharge.

Then, in June 2008, the company attached a
short letter about the IM Program to employee
paychecks. It also added to the employee hand-
book a copy of the FoA Policy, a description and
over view of the IM Program, and a complaint
form. The company also created a DVD describ-
ing the FoA Policy and the IM Program, which it
showed to employees at monthly safety meetings.
In the video, Mike Murray, then CEO of Oper -
ations for FirstGroup America, explained the
FoA Policy and why it was important to the com-
pany. I also appeared on the DVD and explained
the IM Pro gram’s complaint, investigation, and
reporting procedures.

Finally, I established a Web site through
which employees and others could: (1) find
answers to frequently asked questions about the
IM Program, (2) download program documents
(including a complaint form), (3) submit a com-
plaint, and (4) learn more about the team of
investigators.

The program continued for three years until
the company terminated it effective Dec. 31,
2010, due to a decrease in the number of com-
plaints filed with the program, a decrease in non-
unionized company facilities, national negotia-
tions between the company and the Teamsters,
and the retirement of Sir Moir. Ultimately, in
June 2011, FirstGroup and the Teamsters nego-
tiated a national agreement for school bus driv-
ers.17

Overview of the IM Program
FirstGroup’s FoA Policy and IM Program

were designed to promote employee rights
against the backdrop of public law, including the

principles of: (1) the NLRA as
defined by the NLRB and the
U.S. Supreme Court during the
past 75 years,18 and (2) interna-
tional labor law as reflected in
Conventions 87 and 98 of the
Inter national Labor Organiza -
tion.19 A basic premise of the IM
Pro gram was that the union
recognition process would con-
tinue to proceed through the
NLRB’s secret ballot box elec-
tion process rather than any form
of card check alternative. Matters
involving alleged management
interference with union organiz-
ing and related anti-union con-
duct would be handled by the IM

Program. A key assumption of the IM Program
was that resolving freedom of association com-
plaints would reduce or even eliminate impedi-
ments to free and fair union elections—and
would do so faster and under standards more rig-
orous than those provided by the NLRA.

Another premise of the IM Program was that
the right not to associate was subsumed in the
right of association contained in the FoA Policy
and the NLRA. Therefore, FirstGroup plc and
its subsidiaries were obliged to remain neutral
and favor neither side in the union organizing
campaign. In addition, because no union was a
signatory to the IM Program, the Independent
Monitor had jurisdiction over only employer
conduct, not union conduct that occurred away
from the workplace. (Nonetheless, in some
reports and letters, I urged non-employee union
organizers, who in my opinion interfered with
the right, to refrain from such conduct.)

IM Program Process
The principal components of FirstGroup’s IM

Program were the following.
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The IM Program
provided for 
an expeditious
process: 85% 
of complaints
completed the
process in less
than 90 days.



Any FirstGroup employee, representative of
an employee, or labor union that represented or
was seeking to represent the employees could file
a complaint (with or without supporting written
materials) with the Independent Monitor, alleg-
ing one or more violations of the FoA Policy.
The complaint form was only two pages long,
and it requested basic factual information about
the complaining party, the date and location of
the incident, a description of the alleged viola-
tion, and the names of witnesses. Com plaints
needed to be submitted within 60 days of the
alleged violation, and submitting a complaint did
not affect the right to file a ULP charge or to
complain to any public agency. A copy of each
complaint was furnished to the company, which
could respond to the complaint and submit writ-
ten materials. Com plaining parties could file a
complaint anonymously or request that their
identity be treated as confidential. The Inde -
pendent Monitor honored such requests after
redacting the employee’s identity from informa-
tion submitted to the company.

The Independent Monitor investigated any
complaints and reported his findings to the com-
pany and the complaining party, generally within
30-60 days of the filing of the complaint. When a
complaint was filed, the Independent Monitor
immediately notified senior executives and as -
signed it to an investigator. The investigator then
contacted the complaining party to introduce
himself or herself. The investigator then de -
scribed the process and gathered additional infor-
mation about the complaint. The investigator
contacted the complaining party’s manager and
relevant witnesses to gather information. None
of the interviews were taken under oath. De -
pending on the scope of the complaint and the
factual disputes at issue (if any), the investigator
then either scheduled an on-site investigation or
continued to conduct the investigation telephoni-
cally. Both sides had the opportunity, but were
not required, to submit written materials in sup-
port of or in opposition to the complaint.

After the investigation and generally within 30
days, the investigator prepared a preliminary
report for the Independent Monitor that laid out
the facts of the case. The Independent Monitor
sometimes re quested additional investigation. He
then analyzed the facts and prepared a final
report for the complaining party and the compa-
ny addressing whether there had been a violation
of the FoA Policy. If the Independent Monitor
found a violation of the FoA Policy, he made rec-
ommendations for actions to be taken by the
company to cure the violation.

The company had to decide how to respond to

the Independent Monitor’s recommendations. It
did not have to accept any recommendations.
Within 30 days it could adopt, reject, or modify
them. It could decide to accept some recommen-
dations and reject the rest from the same report.
To provide transparency, the company would
send its response to the report to both the
Independent Monitor and the complaining party.

Finally, the Independent Monitor periodically
reported to the Board of Directors of First Group
plc regarding his activities and findings with
respect to the FoA Policy and IM Program. 

Use of the IM Program
During the IM Program’s three-year tenure,

the Independent Monitor received complaints
alleging 372 violations of the FoA Policy and
issued 143 written reports. Complaints alleged,
among other things, that a manager or supervisor
discriminated against an employee based on union
activity, made anti-union comments, enforced
overly broad no talking, solicitation, and distribu-
tion rules, or prohibited the wearing of union
insignia.

Of the 372 alleged violations, 32 were with-
drawn prior to the issuance of a report, and 72
were found to be outside the jurisdiction of the
Independent Monitor because they asserted gen-
eral workplace grievances that did not involve
union activity, or were not filed within 60 days of
the incident, as required by the program. In those
instances, the Independent Monitor informed the
complaining party of the company’s confidential
employee hotline.

Slightly over one-half of the complaints were
filed by employees while the rest were filed main-
ly by unions. Five complaints were referred to
the program directly by the company. The vast
majority arose from First Student facilities—
where the greatest amount of union organizing
occurred. However, complaints were also filed
with respect to First Transit, First Services, Grey -
hound, and First Canada facilities.

The Independent Monitor found 67 FoA
Policy violations and made 152 recommenda-
tions. The company adopted 51% of those rec-
ommendations, modified 16% of them, and
rejected 33% of them.

Strengths of the Program 
The following characteristics of the IM Pro -

gram contributed to its general success and use
by employees and unions alike, increased aware-
ness of freedom of association rights, and led to
management training and a modified culture
within FirstGroup America.

First, the IM Program provided for an expedi-
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tious process. Complaints were promptly investi-
gated and reported on within 45 days, on aver-
age, and 85% of the cases were completed in less
than 90 days. One of the reasons for the expedi-
tious nature of the process is that it did not re -
quire hearings, and, with additional resources,
the timetables could be reduced even further.
Since the Independent Monitor did not have any
subpoena power, the IM Program relied on the
cooperation of the parties and a thorough investi-
gation to uncover any inconsistencies and find
the facts.

Second, the IM Program was voluntary. No -
thing prohibited a party from filing a complaint
with the NLRB or any other public agency at any
time—even after a complaint was filed.

Third, the IM Program also emphasized trans-
parency by sharing the Independent Monitor’s
reports and the company’s responses with the
complaining party. Nothing prohibited either of

the parties from further distributing or commu-
nicating the findings, conclusions and recom-
mendations to others.

Fourth, the IM Program was designed to be
accessible to em ployees. The procedures were
not overly formalistic. The complaint form was
simple and required ba sic factual information.
Com plaining parties could submit additional
paperwork in support of their allegations, but it
was not necessary to initiate an investigation.

Fifth, the FoA Policy and IM Program provid-
ed more expansive association rights than were
available under the NLRA. One example is the
limitation that the FoA Policy placed on the em -
ployer’s ability to engage in speech that was
intended to influence employees’ decisions with
respect to labor union representation.

Another example is that the IM Program pro-
vided for publicity of employee rights, while the
NLRA does not. The statute does not require
any notice advising em ployees or applicants
about the nature of the law. However, the cur-
rent NLRB has proposed rulemaking to reverse
this anomaly.20

The IM Program was also broader in terms of
employee rights than the NLRA in regard to the
right to expeditious elections and to be free of
discrimination, both of which are discussed
below.

Limitations of the Program
Several factors threatened the IM Program’s

effectiveness.
First, the program was designed and adopted

unilaterally by the company. As a result, unions,
employees and managers were not made aware of
it until after the Independent Manager was ap -
pointed. Once they were informed of the pro-
gram, it was uncertain whether they would use
the program.

Second, when some union representatives at
already unionized FirstGroup facilities learned of
the IM Program, they perceived it as a means of
undermining their representation of employees.
They complained that the FoA Policy had no
application where employees were already organ-
ized and that the only purpose of informing
employees of their freedom of association rights
could be to suggest that they could become non-
unionized.21

Third, acceptance of the FoA Policy and IM
Program by senior management and executives of
the company was not uniform and unconditional.
Acceptance required time. Even so, changes in
company leadership generated impediments to
the IM Program when the agenda of new leaders
conflicted with the FoA Policy.

To a great extent, the company dealt with
these problems by publicizing the IM Program,
and explaining the FoA Policy and the purpose of
the Independent Monitor’s role to unions, em -
ployees, and managers.

But there was one other problem due to the
unprecedented nature of the IM Program. It cre-
ated uncertainty and skepticism among some
employees and unions. There were several rea-
sons for this. The employees, unions and compa-
ny managers had different understandings of
what that policy meant and how it should be
interpreted. There was no precedent for inter-
preting the policy. Over the course of the IM
Program, the Inde pendent Moni tor developed
case precedent that provided greater certainty in
the application of the FoA Policy. However, the
com pany’s ability to reject or modify the In -
dependent Monitor’s recommendations under-
mined that certainty. Fur thermore, the company
was unwilling to accord any measure of deference
to the Independent Monitor’s reports.
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Overall, the strengths of the IM Program
exceeded its limitations, most of which were
remediable through publicity and education.
This enabled the program to operate for three
years. During this time, the standards the
Independent Monitor used to interpret the FoA
Policy and evaluate alleged violations established
the boundaries of appropriate conduct during
union organizing campaigns.

Standards of Conduct Under the FoA Policy
I primarily relied upon the principles embod-

ied in the NLRA in analyzing alleged violations
of the FoA Policy. But, because the IM Program
explicitly stated that the scope of protection
afforded to employees was broader than the
NLRA, I went beyond these principles in certain
cases. Here are some examples.

Employer Speech

Although the FoA Policy permitted the com-
pany to engage in union-related speech, the FoA
Policy circumscribed employer speech more
severely than the NLRA does.22 The NLRA, par-
ticularly through Section 8(c) of the Taft-Hartley
amendments, allows an employer to use anti-
union speech so long as no threats of coercion or
promises of benefit are employed.23 By contrast,
the FoA Policy’s neutrality policy prohibited the
company from using anti-union speech or speech
that disparaged the union and its organizational
efforts. However, the FoA Policy did not curtail
all speech by the company. The company could
present balanced facts but not selective data to
disparage the union or deliver subjective anti-
union propaganda.

Solicitation, Distribution, Talking, and 
Union Insignia Rules

Freedom of association and free speech rights
have been influenced and shaped by First
Amendment constitutional principles for more
than six decades.24 However, the NLRA does not
prevent an employer “from making and enforcing
reasonable rules covering the conduct of employ-
ees on company time.”25 Ac cordingly, under the
FoA Policy, a balance had to be struck between
employee rights and an employer’s right to oper-
ate its business and maintain discipline. Disputes
commonly arose regarding attempts to solicit and
recruit members to the union, attempts to dis-
tribute literature about union activity, and the
wearing of union insignia. Considerable confu-
sion existed about what conduct was protected
and what was prohibited. In other words, where
should the line be drawn between employee free
speech rights and the employer’s right to enforce

workplace rules? 
NLRB precedent allows employees to talk

about the union during both work and non-work
time if the employer does not have a policy
(which employers rarely do) prohibiting all con-
versations about all non-work related matters
during working time.26 NLRB precedent also
permits employees to wear union insignia, in -
cluding t-shirts and buttons, during work and
non-work time, unless there are “special circum-
stances,” such as an appearance rule for employ-
ees.

However, NLRB precedent regarding solicita-
tion of union membership and distribution of lit-
erature is less clear. The U.S. Su preme Court
had established relatively clear rules protecting
both employee rights during non-working time,
i.e., “working time is for work.”27 But, in Stoddard
Quirk Manufacturing. Co.,28 the NLRB muddied
the waters considerably when it held that an
employer could prohibit the distribution of liter-
ature (but not solicitation) even during non-work
time in work areas. By distinguishing between
solicitation and distribution activities in work and
non-work areas, the NLRB complicated the rules
and created confusion.29

There were practical difficulties in applying
NLRB precedent to different forms of union
activity and time, manner, and place restrictions.
I helped the company prepare clearer rules for
employees and managers on solicitation, distribu-
tion and talking rules. In so doing, I provided
guidance not available under the NLRA. How -
ever, an area of confusion that remained at the
end of the IM Program was setting proper
boundaries between work and non-work areas so
that employees did not have to guess which
speech was protected and which was unprotected.

Expeditious Elections

The FoA Policy offered more protection to
employees than the NLRA does when it came to
expeditious elections. The company concluded
that representation elections should be “held as
early as possible,” inasmuch as a key concern is
delay associated with the erosion of employee
free choice. The Independent Monitor concluded
that, absent “extraordinary circumstances,”
appealing the decision of an NLRB Regional
Director to Washington would undercut an
expeditious election process and, thus, the right
of employees to freely choose whether to union-
ize. I urged the company to agree to enter into
consent election agreements under NLRB rules,
which would make the decision of the NLRB
Regional Director final.
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Interrogation of Employees

Under the NLRA, management’s questioning
of an employee about his or her views on union
representation is legitimate only if the employer
is attempting to determine whether employee
sentiment made it appropriate for the employer
to recognize the union on some basis other than
a secret ballot box election (for example, a card
check procedure) or the likelihood of a union
petition to the NLRB for recognition. Because
the FoA Policy permitted union
recognition only through secret
ballot box elections, the Inde -
pendent Monitor concluded
that no form of interrogation
would be permissible under the
FoA Policy. As a result, no care-
ful delineation needed to be
drawn between interrogation
which is precluded and that
which is permitted.30

Surveillance

Surveillance of union activity
by the employer also raises free-
dom of association issues. In
addressing such complaints, the
Independent Monitor followed
NLRB decisions rendered during the Clinton
Administra tion.31 These decisions distinguished
between observation of open, public union activi-
ty, which is allowed, and that which is “out of the
ordinary,” for example, taking notes of em ployees
who received union hand bills, which is not
allowed.32 The Inde pendent Monitor applied
NLRB precedent to determine whether the com-
pany’s observation went beyond the casual and
became unduly intrusive.33

Discrimination

The FoA Policy also went beyond the NLRA
and NLRB precedent in terms of protection from
discrimination. The Independent Monitor found
unlawful discrimination (and an FoA Policy vio-
lation) in any case in which an employee proved
by a preponderance of evidence that the company
took an adverse action against him or her based
in whole or in part on anti-union animus. The
company could then show that the adverse action
would have occurred in any event, which evi-
dence the Independent Monitor used in deter-
mining what recommendations to make to the
company. The Independent Monitor based this
approach on the Supreme Court’s statement in
NLRB v. Transportation Management that it is
“plainly rational and acceptable” to find an unfair

labor practice where the adverse action is in any
way motivated by a desire to frustrate union
activity.34

The Issue of Agency Deference to Private
ADR Decisions

As is often the case when a private dispute res-
olution program is implemented for the first
time, questions arise as to how that program
coexists with existing public law. Should the pro-
gram be given deference by the NLRB, as is the

case with grievance-arbitration
under collective bargaining
agreements? That is the ques-
tion posed here with regard to
the IM Program.

In Spielberg Manufacturing.
Co., the NLRB held that it
would defer to an arbitration
award where: (1) the proceed-
ings appear to have been “fair
and regular,” (2) “all parties
have agreed to be bound,” and
(3) the arbitral decision “is not
clearly repugnant to the pur-
poses and policies of the Act.”35

Favoring deferral is the fact
that the IM Pro gram was de -

signed against the backdrop of the NLRA to con-
stitute a “fair and regular” process (assuming the
absence of a hearing does not change this conclu-
sion) in which all relevant facts are considered,36
and the Independent Monitor’s findings and con-
clusions were grounded in the NLRA so as not to
be “clearly repugnant to the purposes and poli-
cies of the Act.”37 However, fatal to deferral is the
fact that neither the company nor the union or
employees agreed to be bound by the Inde -
pendent Monitor’s findings and recommenda-
tions. The NLRB has said that “it is patently
contrary to the letter and spirit of the Act for the
Board to defer its undoubted jurisdiction to
decide unfair labor practices to a disputes settle-
ment system established unilaterally by an em -
ployer.…”38 Thus, the NLRB has looked upon
unilateral programs as contrary to public policy.
In most cases involving deferral, parties have
agreed in a collective bargaining agreement to be
bound by the arbitral decision. The IM Program,
however, did not contain such an agreement.

If the IM Program were modified so that the
program was agreed to by the union and the
employees and the employer committed to be
bound by decisions of the Independent Monitor,
then the program could be said to satisfy the
NLRB’s requirements for deferral. Extending the
NLRB’s deferral policy to private programs that
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adjudicate disputes in a union organizing cam-
paign would be appropriate in light of the strong
support and wide acceptance that voluntary arbi-
tration of labor disputes has received in the griev-
ance-arbitration context.

Conclusion
The IM Program fulfilled an exigent need of

FirstGroup to resolve union organizing disputes
that could disrupt its North American business.
Though unilaterally created and implemented, it
cleverly was modeled on principles in the NLRA.
This enabled unions and employees to view the
program as an enhanced surrogate for the statute.

The FoA Policy and IM Program appear to
have been well received by both labor and man-
agement, notwithstanding the program’s non-
binding quality and the fact that numerous viola-
tions and criticisms aimed at management were
contained in the reports. Unions and employees
likely were receptive because in many instances
their charges were effectively addressed. Even
when they were not, the process likely was
cathartic for the parties, since the parties had an

opportunity to air their complaints before a neu-
tral third person experienced in labor disputes.
This fact made my role as Independent Monitor
somewhat different from that of an arbitrator
appointed to hear disputes under collective bar-
gaining agreements.39 I functioned more like a
“standing neutral” who is limited to making rec-
ommendations to resolve disputes.

Certainly the IM Program process was faster
than an administrative proceeding with a formal
hearing. And though the company could decide
to reject or modify the Independent Monitor’s
decision on the merits of anti-union activity
claims, it no doubt benefited from obtaining a
neutral recommendation and probably influenced
the company’s behavior towards union organiz-
ing campaigns.

For this reason, the FirstGroup IM Program
could be a model for companies with union
organizing disputes to adopt. However, compa-
nies that adopt such an initiative must be com-
mitted to a faster, more transparent process with
greater remedies for workers than under the
NLRA. �
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